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The Colombian government has
recently filed a new report, as
required by the Court, indicating how
it plans to address these ten critical
areas. The Court has had to opt
between imposing sanctions – fines
or imprisonment of negligent officials
– or continuing to order gradual
advances towards fulfillment of IDPs’
rights. The Court has chosen the latter

course and has made substantial
progress. Organisations of displaced
persons themselves have requested
the Court to continue this approach.
However, there are those who draw
attention to the fact that almost three
years have passed since T-025 was
handed down. Some have asked the
Court to declare public officials in
contempt of court. Not only is its
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credibility at stake but so too are the
prospects of Colombia’s IDPs finally
achieving their constitutional rights.
Manuel José Cepeda-Espinosa is
one of the nine judges serving on the
Corte Constitucional de Colombia.
Email: manueljcepeda@gmail.com
1. www.codhes.org
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Regional or national protection
for Great Lakes IDPs?
by Zachary A Lomo
Roberta and I differ on both substantive issues and
methodological approaches to the protection of
IDPs. The key problem facing IDPs in Africa’s Great
Lakes is not lack of regional mechanisms but the
absence of strong national protection systems.
Roberta believes that the
distinctions between refugees
and IDPs are arbitrary and
argues for parity between them.
I contend there are substantial
legal and material differences
arising from the configuration of
the international system based

on states. While Roberta strongly
favours international and regional
mechanisms for the protection of
IDPs, I advocate for strong national
systems that address the root
causes of forced displacement.

The key problem facing IDPs in
the Great Lakes states – Rwanda,
Burundi, the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania
– is the absence of strong national
systems and local and international
commitment to enforcing existing
international standards. IDPs are the
epitome of a crisis of nation-building,
a failure to reform the post-colonial
state. The Great Lakes is characterised
by weak and poorly-led states prone
to external interference. The result is
bad governance and the destruction
or weakening of political, social,
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Putting IDPs on the map
economic and judicial institutions to
allow citizens to negotiate competing
interests over natural resources. It is
not surprising that different groups
have resorted to war in order to either
be heard, protect their interests, avert
a potential threat
or simply usurp
political power.
The regional
and global
consequences have
been catastrophic
– genocides in
Burundi in 1972
and Rwanda in
1994. Massacres
and gross
violations of
human rights
continue unabated
in almost all the countries of the
region except Tanzania. According
to the International Displacement
Monitoring Centre there are over four
million IDPs – around two million
in northern Uganda, 1.5 million
in DRC and 117,000 in Burundi.
Officially, Rwanda has no IDPs but
some reports suggest more than
200,000 Rwandans still live in IDP-like
situations. Deceptively stable, Kenya
has up to 400,000 IDPs displaced
by conflict over natural resources.
These statistics do not tell the
whole story. No one can know the
exact number of people who have
been forced to flee because many
do not opt for the official camps,
instead finding shelter amongst
communities where there is relative
stability and peace. The situation
of IDPs remains precarious and
deplorable with continued threats to
physical security, lack of adequate
food, safe drinking water, health
and educational services, and
prevalence of HIV/AIDS and sexual
and gender-based violence.
In conflict and post-conflict situations,
national systems in the region
are virtually dysfunctional. It is
thus tempting to call for external
involvement. The International
Conference on the Great Lakes
Region1 represents the most concerted
external attempt – spearheaded
by the UN in collaboration with
the African Union – to find a
lasting regional solution to the
root causes of the tragic events
that have engulfed the region. At

their first summit regional leaders
committed themselves to comply
with the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and operationalise
relevant international and regional
human rights instruments. They
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also pledged to establish regional
and national systems to identify,
disarm and separate combatants
from civilian refugees and displaced
persons and to confine them in
facilities to prevent them from
manipulating refugees and IDPs
for political or military purposes.
There is often a blind faith in the
international system. International
mechanisms are allegedly
independent, impartial and free from
political intrigue and manipulation.
It is claimed they can mobilise the
resources and expertise that are
always urgently needed to address
the unique needs of IDPs. However,
experience shows that neither in the
Great Lakes nor elsewhere is this the
best approach to protection of IDPs.
n International and regional
arrangements are unable to
acknowledge how internal
displacement crises are
related to national politics
and governance issues.
n External mechanisms can ignore
serious violations of human
rights and legitimate corrupt
and dictatorial regimes.
n Many international actors do
not endeavour to understand
national legal systems and rules.
n External mechanisms can
support institutions that
are not accountable to their
purported beneficiaries

n External interventions can
destroy local systems and
engender dependency.
Uganda is a good example.
External pressure pushed Uganda
to develop an IDP policy that does
not conform to the requirements
of the country’s constitution. As a
result, institutions created by the
policy document have taken second
place to external mechanisms. In
effect, IDP issues in Uganda are not
really in the hands of Ugandans.

National mechanisms
need priority
We need to focus attention on
developing national mechanisms for
protection of IDPs. IDP advocates
such as Roberta often miss the point
when they spend time comparing
IDPs to refugees and wish there
was an international regime for IDP
protection akin to that for refugees.
Generalised assertions tend to suggest
that IDPs face problems because
they are IDPs. The reality often is
that by the time IDPs come to our
attention the whole country has been
terrorised and no one is safe anymore.
Putting emphasis on national
mechanisms allows us to address
issues of bad governance that
are at the root of human rights
violations for all citizens, whether
or not they are IDPs. It means:
n working hard to end the
immediate causes of displacement
n supporting peace talks
and processes
n ensuring that the interests of
those forced to flee their homes
are protected through progressive
inclusive policies and legislation
n reform of constitutions
and national laws which
determine access to land
and natural resources.
Regional mechanisms for protecting
IDPs should not be a priority. The
problem of the protection of IDPs
in the region has neither been lack
of a regional legal framework nor
limited involvement by international
actors but rather endemic leadership
problems at national level. The
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problem is primarily political and
will require political solutions.
Attempts to push for a regional
protocol on IDPs – which basically
adopts the Guiding Principles
on Internal Displacement – are
counterproductive and diversionary
and risk allowing external interests
to override the real issues.

reaches out and is not introverted
or locked in ethnic prejudices; that
is confident and not insecure; that
is transparent and not corrupt;
that is humble and not aggressive
and arrogant; and that is patient
and not intolerant. Above all, the
Great Lakes requires leadership
that forges a collective vision.
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The region needs good leadership
that unites rather than divides; that
builds rather than destroys; that
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Development-induced and
conflict-induced IDPs:
bridging the research divide
by Michael M Cernea
The single most important idea promoted by the
project which Roberta Cohen has co-directed is the
concept of sovereignty as responsibility. This provides
a theoretical and legal platform for supporting all
those displaced within their own countries – including
those displaced by development projects.
Surely, internal displacement as
a concept owes its ascent to the
Guiding Principles. But it also gained
worldwide circulation because
these principles landed on policy
makers’ tables accompanied by the
audible thud and impressive calibre
of two heavyweight volumes by
Roberta Cohen and Francis Deng:
Masses in Flight and The Forsaken
People. The wording of the books’
common title was haunting: The
Global Crisis of Internal Displacement.
The volumes made many think,
pay attention, absorb. At long last,
the tragedy of massive internal
displacements was receiving its
overdue, documented, penetrating
recognition and indictment.
When she arrived at Brookings
in 1994 Roberta brought to her
role several decades of militancy
and experience in human rights
battles. Ideas she generated
started to move around the world,
engaging institutions, governments,
minds and hearts. Roberta joined

energies with Francis Deng and
the world’s current awareness of
the global tragedy of the internally
displaced owes much to them.

Sovereignty as responsibility
One crucial concept developed to
defend IDPs’ rights is the concept
of sovereignty as responsibility. In
my own work on behalf of those
displaced by development projects,
and during the years I represented
the World Bank, I have often had to
contend with the spurious invocation
of sovereignty. It was, and still is,
misused and misconstrued as a
shield for denying the rights of
development-displacees violently
deprived – by their own state! – of
basic entitlements and property. The
sovereignty concept continues to be
abused by officials of states which
have defaulted on their obligations
to their citizens. In Masses in Flight,
Cohen and Deng gave a crystalclear formulation of this concept:

“the concept of sovereignty cannot
be dissociated from responsibility: a
state should not be able to claim the
prerogatives of sovereignty unless
it carries out its internationally
recognised responsibilities to its
citizens . . . Failure to do so would
legitimise the involvement of the
international communities in such
protection and assistance.”
The historical record shows, sadly,
that even today the ‘sovereignty
as responsibility’ argument
remains an indispensable tool,
a “most powerful idea that has
emerged in the international
arena in the last decade”.1

Unclear taxonomy of
forced displacements
We still struggle against a major
dichotomy between research
focused on development-displacees
and research focused on conflictdisplacees/refugees (or a three-way
divide, if we consider also the studies
on disaster-caused displacements).
Research specialisation is fully
warranted but excessive research
separation or weak intercommunication cannot be justified.
By bridging the research divide,
these distinct bodies of literature
about displacement stand to gain:
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